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OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac – From Well Placement and Spacing to 
Wellbore Properties and Hazard Avoidance

CRYSTAL™ 2013 -- MICROSEISMIC & ENGINEERING ANALYSIS IN A SHARED 
GEOENGINEERING™ MODEL
Successful shale developments combine drilling, completions, and reservoir 
understanding. Microseismic data help operators understand something about the 
stimulated fracture, but that data should also be useful for understanding reservoir 
quality. Comprehensive analysis of seismic attributes and reservoir characterization 
creates Shale Capacity Models to predict production. CRYSTAL provides the 
optimal platform for analyzing microseismic data in the context of 3D seismic, 
petrophysical data for the wells, and production engineering data. This integrated 
3D approach to microseismic analysis facilitates event location validation and 
identification of subsurface properties that may predict microseismicity, frac 
success, and ultimately production.

OBJECTIVE: How2Complete & How2Frac – From Completion Technique and 
Number/Spacing of Clusters to Fluid Type and Treatment Type/Volume/
Duration 

SIGMA³ ENGINEERING – TEAMING UP WITH THE GEOSCIENTIST
The most successful E & P companies maximize their assets by taking advantage 
of the synergy between engineering and geoscience.  With the advent of drilling, 
frac stimulation and related technologies, US operators will continue to take a 
worldwide leadership role. The industry must move away from mass production 
and “cookie cutter” approaches toward advanced reservoir understanding and 
more efficient reservoir exploitation will be critical in maintaining a competitive 
advantage. 

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac and How2Complete & How2Frac 
– Creating Integrated GeoEngineering™ Models that Drive Production & 
Performance

WE’RE MAKING PROGRESS, BUT IT’S STILL NOT GOOD ENOUGH
Unprecedented upstream investment may be the new normal, but the gap in 
the industry’s ability to answer critical questions about unconventional reservoirs 
remains a bigger problem than we’d like to admit. Increased OPEX and CAPEX 
serve only to feed inconsistent well production and extensive waste if not paired 
with truly transformative innovation. Helping operators exploit the potential of 
complex reservoirs means taking risks. During this presentation, we will illustrate 
how SIGMA3 is taking the initiative and making the investment to innovate tangible  
and actionable solutions and help operators  drill better targets and  make 
improved real-time decisions, with better and more predictable outcomes.    

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac and How2Complete & How2Frac – 
Improve Production Response from Future and Existing Completions

IT’S ABOUT THE PRODUCTION RESPONSE, NOT THE HORSEPOWER 
Is your well production not what it should be or could be? Are your IPs 
unpredictable and your completion costs too high? If the challenges of daily 
operations don’t allow adequate attention to the evaluation of previous 
completions, then a Production Enhancement Study tailored to your field may 
be your answer. We will discuss a comprehensive and unbiased engineering 
approach that delivers practical recommendations and completion techniques 
that will help you improve the production response from future wells and existing 
completions.   

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac – Hazard Avoidance

GEOHAZARD PREDICTION IN DEEPWATER WELLS: WHEN THE RESERVOIR 
BECOMES THE ENEMY
Drilling safety requirements have become more challenging as ultra-deep 
wells have demonstrated that basic undercompaction models are inadequate 
to predict pressures in HP/HT environments.  Adding to the complexity of the 
pressure prediction process is the interplay between shales and reservoir rocks.  
Exploration teams must use all the available information to determine the extent of 
the reservoir, its structural position, and its interaction with faults and other potential 
flow conduits.  We will discuss how this information can then be integrated with 
3D shale pressure volumes to predict column heights for specific fluids and the 
reservoir pressures at any specific penetration point in the subsurface. Accurate 
prediction of the reservoir pressures at a specific penetration point can be the 
difference between an efficiently managed drilling operation and a potentially 
catastrophic pressure influx event.

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill,  Where2Frac & How2Frac – From Managing Well 
Positioning and Landing Zones to Number/Spacing of Frac Stages and 
Treatment Type 

A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO MICROSEISMIC ACQUISITION & PROCESSING
In the 20th century, microseismic events were acquired using earthquake 
seismology with borehole geophones.  The 21st century is driving the 
development and commercialization of new acquisition and processing methods 
that are  improving event detection and event locations.  We will discuss how 
these methods are helping clients achieve high-confidence microseismic data and  
can be used to enhance reservoir description; improving well optimization and 
field development. 

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac – From Landing Zone and Wellbore 
Azimuth/Inclination to Vertical/Horizontal Spacing and Lateral Length

MODELING UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS WITH THE HELP OF 
CONVENTIONAL SEISMIC
Reliable unconventional reservoir modeling through the use of seismic data 
requires a thorough and objective understanding of amplitude and frequency 
characteristics of the seismic. Careful treatment of conventional seismic while 
improving its bandwidth and ensuring relative amplitude processing is key to 
resolving meaningful heterogeneity in reservoir properties. When first enhancing 
the resolution of seismic amplitudes using broadband spectral inversion 
technology, the SIGMA3 volumetric curvature attributes sharply delineate folds, 
faults, and natural fractures affecting well landing zones, frac stimulation and 
production response.  
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9:10 CRYSTAL™ 2013 – Microseismic & Engineering Analysis in a Shared 
GeoEngineering™ Model 
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Seismic

10:15 Geohazard Prediction in Deepwater Wells: When the Reservoir 
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11:00 CRYSTAL™ 2013 – Microseismic & Engineering Analysis in a Shared 
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1:30 SIGMA³ Engineering – Teaming Up with the Geoscientist
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12:50 SIGMA³ Engineering – Teaming Up with the Geoscientist

1:20 It’s About the Production Response, Not the Horsepower 

3:15 Geohazard Prediction in Deepwater Wells: When the Reservoir 
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4:00 A Different Approach to Microseismic Acquisition & Processing

4:40 CRYSTAL™ 2013 – Microseismic & Engineering Analysis in a Shared 
GeoEngineering™ Model 

5:00 Modeling Unconventional Reservoirs with the Help of Conventional 
Seismic
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OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac – From Well Placement and Spacing to 
Wellbore Properties and Hazard Avoidance

CRYSTAL™ 2013 -- MICROSEISMIC & ENGINEERING ANALYSIS IN A SHARED 
GEOENGINEERING™ MODEL
Successful shale developments combine drilling, completions, and reservoir 
understanding. Microseismic data help operators understand something about the 
stimulated fracture, but that data should also be useful for understanding reservoir 
quality. Comprehensive analysis of seismic attributes and reservoir characterization 
creates Shale Capacity Models to predict production. CRYSTAL provides the 
optimal platform for analyzing microseismic data in the context of 3D seismic, 
petrophysical data for the wells, and production engineering data. This integrated 
3D approach to microseismic analysis facilitates event location validation and 
identification of subsurface properties that may predict microseismicity, frac 
success, and ultimately production.

OBJECTIVE: How2Complete & How2Frac – From Completion Technique and 
Number/Spacing of Clusters to Fluid Type and Treatment Type/Volume/
Duration 

SIGMA³ ENGINEERING – TEAMING UP WITH THE GEOSCIENTIST
The most successful E & P companies maximize their assets by taking advantage 
of the synergy between engineering and geoscience.  With the advent of drilling, 
frac stimulation and related technologies, US operators will continue to take a 
worldwide leadership role. The industry must move away from mass production 
and “cookie cutter” approaches toward advanced reservoir understanding and 
more efficient reservoir exploitation will be critical in maintaining a competitive 
advantage. 

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac and How2Complete & How2Frac 
– Creating Integrated GeoEngineering™ Models that Drive Production & 
Performance

WE’RE MAKING PROGRESS, BUT IT’S STILL NOT GOOD ENOUGH
Unprecedented upstream investment may be the new normal, but the gap in 
the industry’s ability to answer critical questions about unconventional reservoirs 
remains a bigger problem than we’d like to admit. Increased OPEX and CAPEX 
serve only to feed inconsistent well production and extensive waste if not paired 
with truly transformative innovation. Helping operators exploit the potential of 
complex reservoirs means taking risks. During this presentation, we will illustrate 
how SIGMA3 is taking the initiative and making the investment to innovate tangible  
and actionable solutions and help operators  drill better targets and  make 
improved real-time decisions, with better and more predictable outcomes.    

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac and How2Complete & How2Frac – 
Improve Production Response from Future and Existing Completions

IT’S ABOUT THE PRODUCTION RESPONSE, NOT THE HORSEPOWER 
Is your well production not what it should be or could be? Are your IPs 
unpredictable and your completion costs too high? If the challenges of daily 
operations don’t allow adequate attention to the evaluation of previous 
completions, then a Production Enhancement Study tailored to your field may 
be your answer. We will discuss a comprehensive and unbiased engineering 
approach that delivers practical recommendations and completion techniques 
that will help you improve the production response from future wells and existing 
completions.   

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac – Hazard Avoidance

GEOHAZARD PREDICTION IN DEEPWATER WELLS: WHEN THE RESERVOIR 
BECOMES THE ENEMY
Drilling safety requirements have become more challenging as ultra-deep 
wells have demonstrated that basic undercompaction models are inadequate 
to predict pressures in HP/HT environments.  Adding to the complexity of the 
pressure prediction process is the interplay between shales and reservoir rocks.  
Exploration teams must use all the available information to determine the extent of 
the reservoir, its structural position, and its interaction with faults and other potential 
flow conduits.  We will discuss how this information can then be integrated with 
3D shale pressure volumes to predict column heights for specific fluids and the 
reservoir pressures at any specific penetration point in the subsurface. Accurate 
prediction of the reservoir pressures at a specific penetration point can be the 
difference between an efficiently managed drilling operation and a potentially 
catastrophic pressure influx event.

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill,  Where2Frac & How2Frac – From Managing Well 
Positioning and Landing Zones to Number/Spacing of Frac Stages and 
Treatment Type 

A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO MICROSEISMIC ACQUISITION & PROCESSING
In the 20th century, microseismic events were acquired using earthquake 
seismology with borehole geophones.  The 21st century is driving the 
development and commercialization of new acquisition and processing methods 
that are  improving event detection and event locations.  We will discuss how 
these methods are helping clients achieve high-confidence microseismic data and  
can be used to enhance reservoir description; improving well optimization and 
field development. 

OBJECTIVE: Where2Drill & Where2Frac – From Landing Zone and Wellbore 
Azimuth/Inclination to Vertical/Horizontal Spacing and Lateral Length

MODELING UNCONVENTIONAL RESERVOIRS WITH THE HELP OF 
CONVENTIONAL SEISMIC
Reliable unconventional reservoir modeling through the use of seismic data 
requires a thorough and objective understanding of amplitude and frequency 
characteristics of the seismic. Careful treatment of conventional seismic while 
improving its bandwidth and ensuring relative amplitude processing is key to 
resolving meaningful heterogeneity in reservoir properties. When first enhancing 
the resolution of seismic amplitudes using broadband spectral inversion 
technology, the SIGMA3 volumetric curvature attributes sharply delineate folds, 
faults, and natural fractures affecting well landing zones, frac stimulation and 
production response.  


